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What is BILL?
● Project hosted at the School of Celtic Studies, Dublin Institute 
for Advanced Studies (http://bill.celt.dias.ie/).
● Only dedicated bibliography for scholars and students of Irish 
language and literature in international Academia.
● Continuation of Irish bibliographies by R. I. Best (Vol. I 1913, Vol. 
II  1942) and R. Baumgarten (1986).
● Online coverage: 1972-present (1942-present with Baumgarten). 
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Bibliography coverage
● All linguistic disciplines applied to any period of the Irish 
language, including its hypothetical stages as well as its 
offshoots (Scottish Gaelic and Manx).
● Studies and editions of Irish language literature composed 
before the late 19th c. revival.
● Gaelic literature from Scotland to c. 1745.
● Gaelic literature from Isle of Man is also included. 
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Types of material surveyed
● Articles from academic journals and periodical publications.
● Book chapters/articles from multi-author publications such as 
congress proceedings, yearbooks or festschriften, whose 
contents are not found in library catalogues.
● Monographs.
● Reviews of books and periodical volumes.
● Unpublished manuscripts, theses, etc. are left out.
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Current size (July 2015)
● 6,300+ periodical articles;
● 3,200+ book articles/sections/chapters;
● 455 periodical titles;
● 1,100+ monographs and multi-authored books;
● 3781 unique authors/contributors. 
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Bibliographical information offered
● Full bibliographical details for each item using a standard 
citation formula:
[Author+Title+Parent publication, if present (series, journal, 
etc.)+Place of pubication+Date of publication+collation]
● Annotation: a description of contents where these are not 
evident from title.
● Subject classification and indexes for each entry.
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Example 1.1: monograph
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Example 1.2: multi-volume monograph
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Example 2.1: book chapter
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Example 2.2: book chapter, parent entry
++++
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Example 3.1: journal article
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Example 3.2: journal article, parent entry
++++
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● Bibliography entries are primarily organized alphabetically by 
contributor name.
● Entries may also be displayed according to publication format 
(periodical, book and series).
● Bibliography entries are also classified according to subject 
heading (A-N); with many subdivisions to accommodate 
multiple areas of study. 
Organisation of the information
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Search and navigation
● Contents may be searched by consulting a number of indexes 
and classification systems.
● Bibliography web-based design facilitates navigation through 
equal query terms using hyperlinks.
● All results may be exported to a ready-to-print portable 
document format (PDF) file. 
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Technology
● Open Source software components:
– Online BILL uses MySQL as database engine.
– Web-based interface written in PHP.
– Servers run on Debian-based Linux Apache
[LAMP (software bundle)] 
– Xapian
– LaTeX typesetting system used for PDF rendering of 
bibliography material.
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MySQL
Advantages:
● Relational database: BILL database is spread across several 
different but related tables which are connected by means of 
certain key fields.
● Allows to deal with hierarchical information, which can be 
organised as trees in a parent-child relationship.
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MySQL: example 1
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MySQL: example 2
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MySQL: example 3
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LaTeX 1
● Most flexible and complete markup system available.
● Supports a great variety of languages scripts.
● Suitable for MySQL use as only ASCII is used.
● All text in database is stored in LaTeX form.
● As web pages are requested, LaTeX is converted to Unicode for 
displaying as text on a standard template, using an automated 
process.
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LaTeX 2
● Custom made LaTeX to HTML converter, capable of handling:
diacritics: ā ă á à ä â, etc.;
lesser used Latin alphabet characters: æ,  ß,  đ, þ, etc.;
IPA symbols: ʊ ʃ ɪ, etc,;
Cyrillic and polytonic Greek script; 
uncommon punctuation and symbols: Tironian et  ⁊;
normal formatting: bold italics SMALL CAPITALS, etc.
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LaTeX example 1.1
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LaTeX example 1.2
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LaTeX example 2.1
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LaTeX example 2.2
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Design problems (1)
● Current design of the Online BILL website originates in the 
period 2002-2004.
● Adapted from eBILL CD-ROM: characteristic frame structure, 
allowing limited navigation through lists of information, with 
no search possibilities.
● Improvement on eBILL: Online BILL incorporates hyperlink 
navigation.
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Design problems (2)
● Accommodating four different bibliographical works in one 
single website has not been done in a successful way.
● Size of database makes current method of website navigation 
cumbersome and unwieldly.
● Lack of an online database search tool in the original plan is a 
serious drawback.
● Search tool implemented in 2014 is only a temporary remedy.
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Design problems (3)
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Design problems (4)
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Solutions:
(1) Proposal for a new home page
● Clean, untangled design.
● Intuitive, understandable at a glance
● Instant access to all bibliography volumes in the currently 
available formats:
● Print volume (DIAS bookshop)
● Downloadable PDF  document
● Online database.
● Any other contents will be accessible from home page.
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Solutions:
(2) New website navigation
● Continue to offer the possibility of browsing the database.
● Abandon frame structure of web site.
● Adoption of Bootstrap technology for a fully functional design 
of the web elements (drop down lists, web search, page 
scrolling, all within a single web page).
http://getbootstrap.com/examples/navbar-fixed-top/
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Solutions:
(3) Comprehensive online search
● Simple and Advanced search
● Simple search for full text of database.
● Advanced search for various parameter field values in database.
● Possibility of combining various search forms using Boolean 
operators (YES, NOT, OR)
● Inclusion of other methods to narrow or filter results: type of 
publication, time range, etc.
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Additional features
● Create, save or print a Reading List.
● Export citations using reference management software.
● Implementation of a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) solver.
● Downloadable full Bibliography.
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Superbibliography?
● Best 1 and 2 are now available as scanned documents; these 
have also been OCRed and currently being corrected for errors.
● OCRed Best 1 and 2 can be used as raw material for database 
compatible with Online BILL.
● eBILL is already on system but needs creation of database 
fields.
● All three could be merged with Online BILL, thus leading to a 
Superbibliography: Best 1 + Best 2 + eBILL + Online BILL.
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Thank you.
Alexandre Guilarte
bibliographer@celt.dias.ie
